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Why this presentation?
This is an emerging and important area of information assurance – that of
cyber physical systems.
CPS instantiated in the industrial world can be view as control system
security or sometimes called Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems.

Ray Vaughn
Associate Vice President for Research
Mississippi State University
Critical Infrastructure Protection Center
vaughn@research.msstate.edu

My observation and opinion…
This is an area where only a few are
conducting serious research and even fewer
are using the results of that work.
 This sector is exceptionally vulnerable
 There is a high payoff in terms of public
observation/confidence if attacked
 A research priority of the US National
Coordinating Office
 A research priority internationally


Control systems are computer based facilities, systems, and equipment
used to remotely monitor and control sensitive processes and physical
functions.
These systems collect sensor measurements and operational data from the
field, process and display this data, then relay control commands to local or
remote equipment. These commands may turn on or off electrical
components, open or close pipeline flow, add chemicals to water supplies,
re-route electricity, or perform other important functions …

Reasons for Concern Now
Haven’t they always been critical?










Industry is heavily reliant on interconnected
computer systems and computer systems are highly
vulnerable to penetration
Risk is elevated for interconnected systems
Control systems are computer systems – just
smaller and more vulnerable
Control systems are often old (10 years or so)
Control systems are often connected to the internet,
not managed by the IT professional staff, and have
a heavy reliance on wireless communication.
They are being attacked today….
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Why Is There A Problem?
Control system side







Top priority is reliability and
availability, not security
Traditionally relied on
obscurity and isolation
Trend: using general
hardware and OS
Owner/operator companies
are in the hands of vendors
Vendors often have
backdoor modem lines
Default passwords

Adapted from Institute for
Information Infrastructure
Protection (I3P) presentation

A basic view of connections








Traditional security tools
may not work for control
systems
IT people do not know
control systems
Enterprise networks are
being connected to control
systems
Control systems are
overlooked because they
are not managed by IT

Physical Processes

Firewall – possible
Mis-configuration or
intentional hole.

IT side

Corporate IT System

Operator console – manned
or unmanned, default passwords
or no passwords, dial up modem

Central Control Station, little or no IT corporate support
24/7 operation, generally manned by control system
staff, default passwords, physical security issues,
accountability problems, …

Physical measurement
sensors, RTU, PLC –
wireless, wired, analog,
digital.

Remote Terminal Units

Programmable Logic Units

Intelligent Electronic Device
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Things that concern us…
Data is sent in clear text
 Heavy use of wireless (unsecured)
 Protocols are not robust
 Data can be changed or repeated
 Connections to corporate networks
 Unpatched software, improperly
configured software, inadequate
physical protection….
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Our Work at MSU…
Based on four + years of research in MSU’s SCADA security
laboratory
 A side effect resulted in SCADA hacker arrest – discussed later
 I will present several actual SCADA vulnerabilities that exist
today – not notional These are repeatable and exist in the
critical infrastructure.
 These are representative – there are many more…


http://www.theregister.co.uk/2011/03/22/scada_exploits_released/ - March
22, 2011


Dozens of exploits released for popular SCADA programs
Giant bullseyes painted on industrial control software

Robert Wesley McGrew – PhD candidate at MSU
McGrewSecurity.com has done a great deal of the vulnerability
work.

SCADA Security Lab

The flaws, which reside in programs sold by Siemens, Iconics, 7-Technologies,
Datac, and Control Microsystems, in many cases make it possible for attackers to
remotely execute code when the so-called supervisory control and data acquisition
software is installed on machines connected to the internet. Attack code was
released by researchers from two separate security camps over the past week.
“SCADA is a critical field but nobody really cares about it,” Luigi Auriemma, one of the
researchers, wrote in an email sent to The Register. “That's also the reason why I
have preferred to release these vulnerabilities under the full-disclosure philosophy.”
The vulnerability dump includes proof-of-concept code for at least 34 vulnerabilities in
widely used SCADA programs sold by four different vendors.
… came six days after a Moscow-based security firm called Gleg announced the
availability of Agora SCADA+, which attempts to collect virtually all known SCADA
vulnerabilities into a single exploit pack. The 22 modules include exploits for 11 zeroday vulnerabilities, said the company's Yuriy Gurkin in an email. It's not clear how
much the package costs.
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Vulnerabilities in HMI Software
http://plcforum.uz.ua/

GE Fanuc Proficy iFIX 4.5/5.0
Insecure storage of passwords
 Authentication bypass
 Allows those with access to escalate privileges on
the SCADA system
 Lower-level personnel with physical access
 Remote attackers with access via
other/mainstream exploits



Denial of Service

Sample Site where
control system code is
available and cracks are
shared.

An Actual Takedown

Tracking and Trapping a
Hacker

Wesley McGrew & Ray Vaughn
Mississippi State University
Critical Infrastructure Protection Center
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Real-World HMI Security Incident

Evidence of criminal activity
scattered around the internet
(YouTube, Myspace, Forums,
etc.)

Texas Hospital Control System Incident – late June to
early July 2009

Plans were made for a
4th of July coordinated
DDOS attack by the ETA
Suspect arrested by the FBI
a week before the planned
attacks, with evidence
gathered by and analyzed
at the MSU CIPC
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Called FBI and Texas DA’s office on
Monday
 FBI agent from Jackson drove up that
afternoon to get the evidence
 Briefed agents on findings and notified
them of new developments over the
next few days
 Arrested as he arrived to work that
Friday evening


Arrest and Indictment
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Take-away






Low skill can lead to heavy consequences in
SCADA attacks
Human-Machine Interface security is important
and flawed today
Physical security can be the Achilles heal
Taking action on serious incidents that present
themselves is important
Vendors of SCADA hardware and software need
to consider security during the design phase

http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2011/03/ghostexodus-2/
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Conclusions
We’re going to see more incidents involving
SCADA security breaches in the future
 This is an area needing much more research
 Its an international problem and would
benefit from international cooperation
 We are developing a strong partnership
between MSU, Queensland University of
Technology and AUS CERT
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